THE POWER OF EXPERIENCE

®

With nearly four decades of industry service and experience, Talley prides itself in providing
the solutions needed to support the demands of our evolving wireless network. Whether you
are a major Carrier building out a 5G/small cell network or a Private or Public Safety entity
building out a secure private network, Talley offers personalized and expert assistance to help
you accomplish your projects with Ease of Order, Product Availability and Service Excellence.
You Connect the World. We Make it Easy.®

Three Key Deliverables:
Ease of Order
Product Availability
Service Excellence

Three Network Elements:
Support Structure
Signal Transmission
Power and Grounding

Multiple sales
and distribution
centers nationwide

Industry leading
manufacturers in stock
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Quality tested cable
assemblies to meet
your specific requirements

Proudly an ISO 9001:2015
registered company

YOUR PREMIER SUPPLY CHAIN SOLUTION

OUTDOOR WIRELESS NETWORKS

MACROCELL
A Macrocell is a mobile network site that extends RF coverage over
a radius of one mile and greater. A macrocell facilitates the connection
between the cellphone and the large area network.

SMALL CELL
Small Cell is a mobile network cell that is designed to operate at a shorter range
than a macrocell, but with the benefit of offering increased speeds and greater
inbuilding penetration. Small cell encompasses microcell which covers a radius
from 1,000ft. down to 500ft., and picocell which covers 750ft. down to 100ft.

C-RAN
Centralized Radio Access Networks are an evolution of older distributed
architecture networks. A centralized baseband unit manages a series of
distributed remote radio units in a cell, improving efficiency and resilience.

INDOOR WIRELESS NETWORKS

DAS
Cellular and Public Safety Distributed Antenna Systems use a network of active and
passive products serviced by a single source to blanket an area with wireless service.

DRS
Distributed Radio System is a network architecture that aggregates network nodes that
contain both radio and antenna branching from a baseband unit in a central location.

TRANSPORT

MSO

Transport
Network

MICROWAVE
Microwaves are short-wavelength radio waves. Microwave transmission links have a
wide variety of applications, from consumer Wi-Fi networks to television broadcasts.

OPTICAL (FIBER OPTIC)
Fiber optic transmission uses bundles of thin, flexible strands of extruded glass
to transmit information in the form of pulses of light. Fiber optics provide
the high-capacity transmission needed for the networks of the future.

TWISTED PAIR ETHERNET
Twisted pair wire uses two insulated wires twisted together to decrease interference.
It is commonly used for CAT 5/6 (Ethernet) cables, as well as for telephony.

TWO-WAY LAND MOBILE RADIOS

FIXED STATION
Land Mobile Radio is the communications system of choice for
commercial, public safety, and military use. Repeaters reside at a
fixed site and allow radios to easily communicate to and from the hub.

BASE STATION / MOBILE / PORTABLE
Base Station, Mobile and Portable radios allow for
increased flexibility in maintaining communication.

CONTROL SYSTEMS

SCADA
Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition systems control and
monitor the operation of processes in plant management,
industrial processes, and infrastructure.

IoT
The Internet of Things refers to the everyday devices and
accessories in homes, offices, and elsewhere being equipped with
sensors and networked. The IoT is poised to change the way we
live, work, and interact.

Our 11 sales and distribution centers are
strategically located across the country's
largest metropolitan areas to better serve the
needs of the surrounding wireless markets.

LOCATIONS:
» Atlanta

» Denver

» Phoenix

» Chicago

» Kansas City

» Sacramento

» Corona

» Los Angeles

» Dallas

» New York
Headquarters: Los Angeles, CA

ONLINE SHOPPING MADE EASY
Our website provides instant access, expanded capabilities and increased connection to Talley’s
extensive inventory of Wireless Infrastructure and Mobile products. With Talley’s online store,
everything is conveniently located at your fingertips and your next project is only one click
away. Simply visit www.Talleycom.com today and experience how we make shopping easy.

NEW FEATURES & UPGRADES:
» Access to print invoices

» Guest check-out

» Realtime shipping rates

» Account credit

» Live chat

» RGA requests

» Enhanced check-out process

» Order tracking

» Share favorites list

» Expanded search capabilities

» Realtime inventory

» Split shipment on orders

OUR VALUES
We value knowledge,
experience, and the importance of
delivering the service excellence you need to get your
projects done right, as quickly and cost effectively as
possible. We are committed to offering first-in-class
services, giving you the confidence that we deliver
quality products, support and customer service.

Mark D. Talley | President & CEO

I respect our team and

how we appreciate everyone
in our organization, regardless of their role and we
extend that frame of mind to our customers. I value
that Talley is large enough to support any customers’
need for common material but flexible enough to
respond quickly to accommodate any unique requests.

Jill Sweeney | VP – LMR/Industry Sales

It’s genuinely gratifying

how all of our efforts have advanced how we
communicate and do business today. I value the
wireless industry and its evolution of technology over
the last few decades. This steadfast and ever-growing
market has provided us the unique opportunity to
build long-lasting relationships with customers and
manufacturers, allowing us to play a crucial role in
supporting the growth of wireless networks.

Scott Wenk | Sr. VP – Carrier/Contractor Sales

I value the opportunities
our customers present,
manufacturing partners whose products fill the
needs of our customers, and our Talley staff who
demonstrate corporate values in pursuit of Talley’s
three key deliverables: Ease of Order, Product
Availability, and Service Excellence.

Patrick Flynn | VP – Market Development

Our mission is to provide the best service in the industry; to provide our customers with the best products at the best
possible price; to honor our suppliers’ customers and their policies; to build every relationship for the long term; to never
compromise integrity and to respect the opportunities we are given on a daily basis. To succeed in accomplishing our mission,
it is important that all Talley team members subscribe to a common set of core values. These shared values reflect and guide
the spirit, character and personality of our company. By embracing these values in every transaction, we build a reputation,
without equal, that reflects individual pride and professionalism in all phases of our individual and company efforts.

800.949.7079
www.Talleycom.com
Sales@Talleycom.com
Live Chat

